1. **New Artic with CSUN** We've just completed a new, full artic agreement with CSU, Northridge. In addition to a full course-to-course agreement, we were able to get one of the few major prep agreements they have for their Radiation Technology program, which includes clinical courses as well as interdisciplinary courses. All agreements are now posted on ASSIST.

2. **Updated Artic with CSUF** The full articulation agreement with CSU, Fullerton has been updated and posted on ASSIST.

3. **Engineering at UCB** UC Berkeley has added an admission requirement for their Engineering majors for both F04 & F05. The following notation is posted on ASSIST: “For purposes of admission for fall 2004, students should take an introductory course in computer programming (i.e. Fortran, Java, C++, Unix). For purposes of admission for fall 2005, students should take an introductory course in computer programming (i.e. C, C++, or Java). Once admitted, students are required to complete ENGIN 77 to meet graduation requirement. Consult the appropriate major advisor at Berkeley.

4. **GGU Artic Update** We've updated our agreement with Golden Gate University. On the Counselor Web Site, you'll find 2 links. The first is a generic artic agreement showing courses that satisfy GGU’s lower division degree requirements. The second is a link to our formal artic agreement published on ISAP. Once you reach the linked page, you'll need to create the artic report by first selecting Merritt and then GGU.

5. **Full Artic W/ UCLA!** After a long, winding road, we've finally established a full artic agreement with UCLA. It's already posted on ASSIST and includes major prep agreements for 47 majors at UCLA.

6. **Course Outlines on the Web** I've added a link to the Counselor Web Site that takes you to a site that posts course outlines for some (but certainly not all) California Community Colleges. It's on the Community College page—be sure to read the directions (in black print) about how to get to the outlines once you're at the site.

7. **DAP on ASSIST** ASSIST has added a DAP gateway to their homepage. Inside the gateway you'll find information about, and links to the top 20 majors at each UC, lists of majors by school and college at each campus, and links back to ASSIST for major prep articulation at community colleges within the closest geographic region of each UC campus. I've posted a link to this gateway on the UC General Information page of the Counselor Site.